Vehicle Mobile Check-out & Check-in System (mCC)
Automatic Customer & Vehicle Identification
Introduction

Vehicle Mobile Check-Out & Check-In System (mCC) is a mobile based Check-Out & Check-In system that helps you manage your Vehicle movement records with convenience & minimum input.
Features of Vehicle Mobile Check-out & Check-in System (mCC)

- Vehicle Check-out through Mobile
- Vehicle Check-in through Mobile
- Vehicle Delivery through Mobile
- Vehicle Collection through Mobile
- Customer signature on Mobile
- Automatic Vehicle Identification through QR Code
- Automatic Customer Information Fetching from Passport
- Vehicle check-card printing on computer
- Reporting Engine
Benefits of Vehicle Mobile Check-out & Check-in System (mCC)

- Minimum Input
- Mobile Based easy to use application
- Provides Real-Time Vehicle information
- Cloud Based Information can be accessed from anywhere
- Integration with Speed Car Rental System
Process of Vehicle Check-out
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Check Out

Setting

Signout
Log-in to your mCC account by using your Username & Password
And press Checkout from the Menu for Vehicle Checkout entry
While checking out, all you have to do is to scan a dedicated QR code, which will be given to every vehicle.
This QR code will contain all information related to vehicle and all required fields will be filled automatically.
As mCC promise the minimum input, so in order to get customer’s information. You just have to scan customer’s National ID
It will fetch all the information of the customer and Auto-fill the required fields.
You can also add more details of the vehicles by filling in the KMs, Fuel Ratio, and Location of the Check-out.
Once you fill in Check-out form you will be given a Vehicle accessories Checklist

- Antenna
- Tool kit
- Wiper operational

Options for: Lighter, Jack, Floor mats, A.C. operational, Salik Tag

Next button
Simply check all the accessories available in the vehicle and press next.
You will be given a complete Vehicle diagram
Which you can use to Mark/Erase any scratches or dents on the vehicle while checking-out.
You can also use device camera to take real-time pictures of the vehicle.
All pictures will be saved with the Vehicle Check-out.
And finally you can write customers notes (If any) and take customer’s signatures on the device and press Finish.
Your complete vehicle check-card will be saved on the cloud, and can be accessed anytime, anywhere.
Process of Vehicle Check-in
Log-in to your mCC account by using your Username & Password
Press Check-in from the Menu
You will simply scan the dedicated QR code given to every vehicle and all the information will be auto-filled in the required fields, then press Next.
You will then be taken to the vehicle accessories check-list where you will match the items marked while vehicle checkout with items available while vehicle check-in.
You will then compare the Vehicle condition using Check-out diagram and compare it with the condition while Check-In. You will also be able to see pictures taken at the time of Check-out.
In the end, you will write notes (if any) and take customer’s signatures on the device.
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